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2.1.5. Numerals

2.1.5.0. Introduction

The numeral system is decimal, withhatii 'ten' andsisaii 'hundred', in the

modem language also tiis(i)cha£ 'thousand' and miliyuunaii 'million' (from Rus-

sian), as the basic higher terms. In Attuan and in the oldest Atkan and Eastern Aleut

sources there are traces of a vigesimal system. The later expression of the higher

decades and thousands (once also hundreds) by multiplication probably was devel-

oped under the Russian rule in Eastern Aleut and spread from there toAtkan. In later

times the Aleut numerals have been replaced by English ones, for higher numbers

such as dates already by the 1950's in the speech of older people (e.g. A 1952, N.M.

2:48), by 1971 down to five in the speech ofAtkan children.

2.1.5.1. The first decade

1. ataqan 6. atuung

2. E aalax, A alax, Au ulax 7. uluung

3. E qaankun, A qankus, Au qaku(n) 8. qamchiing, Au qavchiing

4. E, Au sichin, A siching 9. sichiing

5. chaang 10. hatii^, Au haan(un)

The digits are used alone, also in relative function (unchanged or, for 10.,

rel. hati-m), and as determiners with a following noun.

Beside the sg. ataqan (suffix -n ), there is a pi. E ataqakun, A ataqakus

(like a demonstrative, see 2.1.7.3.), used alone in the sense of 'alone (of several)' or

'continuous' and with plural nouns in the sense of 'one set', e.g. A 1952 ataqakus

alugis 'one book' vs. ataqan aluiL 'one letter of alphabet'. There is also a nominal

variant ataqait, rel. ataqam 'one place, one time, continuity'.

aalax, etc., has or had a following noun in the dual (later plural, cf. 2. 1 . 1 .3. 1 .);

there is also a form E a(a)lgim, A algim 'twice' (see 2.1.5.3.).

qaankun, etc., is a plural in -ku-n/s like a demonstrative, the E, Au sichin

a simple plural, in A with -ng apparently from the higher numerals; both numerals

have a following noun in the plural.

chaang is derived from cha- 'hand' with the suffix found also in the follow-

ing four numerals, derived from the four preceding ones respectively; all ofthem are

or were followed mostly by a noun in the singular, so also hati^, but the Au variant

was followed by a plural (J 82:25). See 3.6.2.1.

With a 3A suffix the digits from 3. on are or were ordinals, e.g. E 1838-1870

qa(a)nkunginiin 'to the third of them' (Matthew 25.15); A 1860 qankungis
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waaganas (pL), aasalix tununaj^ (sg.) 'the third one came and said' (Lukel9.20);

angalim qankuu 'the third day' (Luke 24.21); angalitn qankungin ilin (pL) 'in the

third day' (John 2.1); chasis atuungii 'the sixth hour' (John 19.14).

All the lower numerals are also verbal, intransitive in the sense of 'to make,

score -', transitive in the sense of 'to make, get - (game)', e.g. En 1935 aaykaa^ui
sichikuqing 'I got four foxes' ; qamgaang atikuqing 'I got ten emperor geese' ; Au
1909 misiisi^ ulaxs '(I) got two blue foxes'; A 1978 isu^£ qankul saganaq 'I got

three seals yesterday'.

2.1.5.2. Counting terms

l.E 1778-,A 1860-1952 tagatax,Au 1909ta«tax

10. E 1778-1819 haasak, 1834-1839 haazax (du.), A 1772-1952 haazak

(du.l.sg.)

A 1791 ataqan-ala$ "wanting one" for 'nine' apparently was a counting

term, A sichiing 'nine' being attested since 1780.

The terms appear to reflect a finger count. The dual forms for 'ten' are de-

rived from the same root ha- as the ordinary numeral hati^ (perhaps the same word

as hat- 'outside, outward'), the Au haanu-, and perhaps the demonstratives haga

'up along there', etc. (2.1.7.1.), and may refer to the fingers of both hands stretched

out, while chaang is the amount of fingers of one hand.

2.1.5.3. Multiplicatives

The simple numerals, including sisa-i^ 'hundred', have multiplicative de-

rivatives with the suffix -(i)di-m, Au -yi-(in) (former locative or instrumental), e.g.

E qa(a)nkudim,A qankudim, Au qakuyi(in) 'three times' , chaangidim 'five times'

.

For 'once' there is a variant E ataqasim, Au af^aqafi, A 1860 ataqadiim (like a sg.

3R rel.). For 'twice', beside E aalgidim, A algidim, there is also the above-men-

tioned simple form E a(a)Igim, A algim. For 'ten times', beside hatidim (E 1834-.

A 1950-), there was an old shorter form hadim (perhaps from *hat-dim ), used for

multiplying sisaii 'hundred' (see 2.1.5.4.).

At least ataqadi-m admits further derivative suffixes: A 1909 ataqa-

diigutahliim 'once more again' (J 77:204); 1952ataqadiidahliin '(not) even once'

(N.M. 2:36).

2.1.5.4. Higher decades and hundreds

In Eastern Aleut since about 1790 (or earlier) and in Atkan since 1840 the

higher decades are formed by multiplication, e.g. algidim hatii^ 'twice ten, twenty'

.

In Attuan 1952 the decades were counted, with hatix 'ten' in the dual and a

peculiar term for thirty: ulax hatix 'two tens', anguli(x) hatix 'thirty', sichix (du.)

hatix 'forty', chaang hatix 'fifty', etc., through sichiing hatix 'ninety', anguli-

apparently is derived from anga- 'half; match, the one of a pair', meaning 'match-

less, odd', namely the odd ten above the paired ones, ulax hatix, and thus indicates

a vigesimal count.
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The other dialects probably have had the same system. At Unalaska 1778

twenty was aalax hatix (written alo(o)chadac; likewise, variously written, 1780-

1805), and thirty angulix or anguli^ hatiii (written angoolad(d)ac). In 1780 the

following decades were counted almost like nouns, in 1805 from twenty on, e.g.

qaankun hati^ 'thirty'. In Atkan 1780 all the decades were counted like nouns, e.g.

alax hatix, qankus hatis, siching hatix (like Au) or hatiii. For twenty the type alax

hatix was listed also in 1791, for thirty angulix hatiji in 1791 and 1837.

In E 1804 also hundred was multiplied: algim sisa^ 'twice hundred*,

qankudim sisa* 'three times hundred', etc. Likewise A 1780 algim sisa£. In the

later sources hundreds are counted like nouns or sisaiL remains in the singular: E
1830-34 aalax sisax, qaankun sisan, sichin sisan, chaang sisaji, etc.; A (1950-)

alax sisa^, (1840) qankus sisaii, siching sisai (1840 sisas ), etc.

The multiplication went on to thousand: E 1804-1878,A 1780-1 860 hadim
sisa^, A 1950 hatidim sisa^^ 'ten times hundred' (1950 beside tiisicha^ from Rus-

sian). In his Bukvar' (1839) Veniaminov listed hatiii sisai^ 'ten hundred' and hatim

(for hadim) sisam hacha "ten hundred's ten" and multiplied the latter through nine

thousand: sichiingidim hadim sisam hacha. In the biblical translations, however,

both Veniaminov and Shayashnikov 1860-1870 multiplied the simpler expression,

while Atkan Salamatov counted his thousand, e.g. E chaangidim hatii^ sisai 'five

times ten hundred', A chaang hadim sisas (once sg. sisa$) 'five ten times hun-

dreds'. For ten thousand Veniaminov in his Bukvar' had hadim sisam hadim sisaa

'ten times hundred's ten times hundred' or sisadim sisax 'hundred times hundred',

for hundred thousand sisadim hatiit sisai^ 'hundred times ten hundred' or hatidim

hadim sisam hadim sisaa "ten times ten times hundred's ten times hundred", ap-

parently mathematical exercises rather than current numerals. For ten thousand and

twenty thousand (Luke 14.3 1) Shayashnikov had sisadim sisan 'hundred times hun-

dreds' and aalgidim sisam sisagan (rel.) "twice hundred's hundred", Salamatov

(ataqan) hati^ hadim sisaganaa '(one) ten being ten times hundred' and algidim

hatiii^ hadim sisaganangis 'twice ten being ten times hundreds'. In practical life

such numbers were probably handled in Russian, as nowadays in English.

Au 1952 kichikichi^ 'ten thousand' could be an echo of Russian desyat^

tysyach,

2.1.5.5. Intermediate units and decades

Intermediate numbers used to be expressed by participial constructions with

the verb signa^ta- 'to have as a surplus, in addition', e.g. E 1804-, A 1838- hatim
ataqan signa^taa ten with one in addition', E 1834- algidim hatim ataqan
signa^taa 'twice ten with one in addition'; E 1870, A 1838 sisam algidim hatiit

signa^taa 'hundred with twice ten in addition' (Acts 1.15); E 1870 (A 1860) sisam
chaangidim hatOL qaankun (A qankus ) signaj^taa 'hundred with five times ten

three in addition, hundred and fifty three' (John 2 1 . 1 1 ). In E 1 878 andA 1 780, 179

1

eleven through nineteen were formed without the ten, e.g. ataqan signaiitaj^ 'hav-

ing one in addition'
. In modem Atkan this type is used in reference to hours: ataqan
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signsAtsifL 'eleven o'clock', alax signaj^tai 'twelve o'clock'; likewiseAu 1952ataqa

signai^ta£, ulax signa^ta^*

In the modem language the participle is left out, with the ten left in the

relative case or changed into the absolutive case: E 1978 atim ataqan, A 1950-

hatim (or hatiS ) ataqan, Au 1952 haanum ataqan 'eleven', etc., through nine-

teen; then as in English algidim ati^ /hatiji ataqan 'twenty one', etc. In this way,

with the Russian loanwords for thousand and million, any number can be expressed

in Aleut, e.g. A 1971 sichiing miliyuuna^, sichiing tiisichai, sichiing sisaj^

sichiingidim hati^ sichiing = 9,009,999.

E 1780 haazax tagatax (written azik taga taga) 'ten one', etc., up to ninety

nine, probably were counting terms. A 1780 enchin atkix 'ninety-nine' is obscure,

perhaps *inachan hatix 'at the completion ten (double ten), next to the last twenty'.

2.1.5.6. Ordinal numerals

As mentioned in 1 .5. 1 ., digits from three on with a 3A suffix are ordinal. In

general, any cardinal numeral can be turned into an ordinal by the transitive noun

hiisii^ 'the -th' (with lengthening of the vowel of the initial syllable of the numerals

'two' to 'four') or by the transitive verb hiisa- 'the -th, for the -th time' , e.g. E 1 834-

siichin hiisiii, A 1952- siiching hiisiii the fourth'; E 1870 qaankun hiisim (or

hiisii ) angalim ilan 'on the third day' (Luke 13.32, John 2.1); E 1870, A 1838

chaangidim hatii hiisij^ angaliii the fiftieth day' (Acts 2. 1);A 1860qankus hiisalix

qan'gim ilan 'in the third year' (Luke 13.7); A 1862 maqulim qankus hiisagan

ilan *in the third commandment'; A 1950 aalax hiisal txin ayagalgis 'to marry a

second time, remarry'.

For 'the first', the numeral used is the counting term tagatax rather than

ataqan, or else itaangii^ 'the first' is used, e.g. E tagatax iisalix, A tagatax hiisal(ix)

'(doing) first, for the first time, in the first place', lit. 'saying one';A 1862 maqulim

tagatax hiisaa, maqulim itaangii, E 1870 itaangi^ maqai^si^ 'the first command-

ment'.

2.1.5.7. Collective and distributive numerals

E 1860- ataqaalun pi. 'one thing; the same'

E 1834-, A 1840 aiaalux du., A 1840 alaalus pi. 'double; two each; two

(with dual words)', e.g. Ea 1983 aiaalux sax 'two bird parkas'.

E 1834-qankuulun, A 1840-qankuulus 'triple; three apiece' (Latin terni),

e.g. Ea 1983 qankuulun san 'three ducks each'.

E 1838- sichulun, A 1860 siciilung (and sichiiluj^ ) 'quadruple; (E 1870-)

four each'; E 1834sichiilung 'ninefold'.

A 1840 chaangilus 'five together' (Rxxs^iimpyatero).
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